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5. OPTIMAL PROCESSES DESCRIBED BY SECOND ORDER PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS 

5.1. Let C be a domain of integration in the (xl,.+plane, which domain is 
bounded by smooth arcs. We shall be concerned with the optimal control u 
which minimizes 

where s denotes the arc-length along the boundary-arcs. In Y(u) the function z 
is supposed to satisfy the differential equation 
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In this equation L1 and L2 designate the first order operators 

where all, aI2 = 0~21, ~52 are constants. So P is the differential operator 

P=CQ b2 d2 -+2a~,----- b2 
i3X; bX] i&, 

- + a(x) + ax bx; ; + b(x) $. 
1 2 

From the adjoint operator 

Q=$L,+$L2--&a--&-b 
1 2 1 2 

we obtain the adjoint equation 

a”p b2P I za 
=all ax: 

d’p bup i)bp df 
I2 ax1 dx2 

---= 
+ a22 iq - dx, bx2 

-$+p- 
az 

which equation yields the equation 

for the adjoint function p. 
From 

~L,P+ aL2~ asp bbp -_--- 
ax, ax2 dx, ax2 

= & (PLY az - dz~,p + apdz) + & (pL2dz - GZLG + bpW 
I 2 

we find that 

rt = (PL, 6z - GzL,p f apSz)dx2 - @L2dz - GzL,p + bpdz)dx, . 
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Hence 

stands for (11). 
We are concerned with solutions of the differential equation (22), which 

solutions satisfy additional conditions along the boundary aC of the domain C. 
These conditions depend on the type of the differential equation and so the 
appropriate additional conditions for the adjoint equation (23) depend on the 
type of the differential equation (22). 

As for the variation 6z corresponding to a local variation 6u of the optimal 
control u we observe that for many problems a fundamental solution e(x; r) 
exists such that 

discuss this for a From this relation one might start to examine 6~. We will 
parabolic equation. 

For equations of hyperbolic type one may start from an integrodifferential 
equation to prove,that 116~ II2 = a(d2) as will be shown in the next section. 

5.2. THECAUCHY-PROBLEM 

We consider an equation 

(26) Pz= & + a(x) 2 + b(x) 
1 2 1 

$ =.m, u, z) 
2 

of hyperbolic type in canonical form and we suppose the domain C to be a 
region bounded by an arc y. which has nowhere a characteristic direction and 
by two characteristic arcs yI and y2 through a point r. 

Let z, z,, , zx2 have prescribed values along the arc ~0. So we consider the 
Cauchy-problem for the equation (26). This problem is equivalent to the 
integrodifferential equation (if y. is decreasing) 

(27) 

I x2 
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where R denotes the region enclosed by y. and by the two characteristics 
through the point X, which characteristics intersect y. at the points A and B. 

Now let 6u be a local variation of the optimal control U. To this variation 6~ 
corresponds the variation 

w4= s,s (sf-a6z,,-bsz,,)~~1drz, 

from which expression we will start to show that )[ 6z [I2 = o(A2). 
Since 

5,5 a6z,, d<, @2 = j 4x1, <2zw.? 9 r2w52 - s,s ax1 aza1 ez 
74 

and 

SS bSz,,dr, dt2 = 
R 

S W, 9 xdM<, 9 xddt~ - s,s bx$% 42 3 
y3 

where y3 and y4 denote the characteristic parts of the boundary oR we have that 

Therefore, applying the Lipschitz-condition 

I4ll -dpd + IW, 

where ~~ is a constant and assuming the constants JC~, K~, K, to be such that 

Iax,+bx2/ +~15~2 

I4 SK3 

Ial SK4 

on the domain C we find that 

w-9 lW)l-( 5,5 IbldC,dtz+ s,s l~zldWt,+ j /6zId&+ j IJzldY,) 
y3 y4 

where the real number rc exceeds the constants K~, K~, tc3, K~. Because 6~ is local 
variation 

where 6~ in the right member denotes the (constant) value of au(x) on AX. If M 
denotes an upperbound of 6z on C and if A is a real number which exceeds the 
lengths of the two characteristic parts y1 and y2 of the boundary oC then 

s,s ~WW~~~~~ GdWMlxl -al I I~2-/32i 5 

~~Jf(Ixi-ai I + I~2-A) 

where q , j& denote coordinates of A, B. 
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14h+3U/d2(IX~ -al 1 + /X2-p,I)+3n2Kh! (1x1 --a, I + Ix2-P21)2 
2! 

s4AKIaz4p12(~X~ -a1 1 + /x2+2 

we then obtain 

ldz(x)l ~4Kp.4p12+3~4AK2jBU 

+3s3~2K2M(IXl-(Yl I + Ix2-P2 
2! 

I 

I 

j+3~2K~(Ixl-ccI I + Ix2-h02 
2! 

A2(Ix1 -aI I + ix2-P2I)+ 

,” 

which result we again substitute into (28). Repeating this procedure and 
utilizing the inequalities 

i (8+Mqk doIA (u+lpl 
0 k! (k+ l)! 

[ (U-ak k+l 

kr d(3A (‘+ w’ 
0 . (k + l)! 

j 7 te+cjk d&j[<A cU+ W)k+l 
0 0 k! - (k-t l)! ’ 
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where u and w are positive numbers, we find that 

Since 

3N~NKN(Ix1 -aI I + Ixz-PZIY,, 

N! 

as N+oo we have that 

2 pz(x)l54K/&~A e 3JJ4xl-~,l+ Ixz-Pzl) 7 

which result implies 

Next we will find out appropriate conditions for the adjoint equation; from (23) 
we obtain for this equation 

(29) d”P bP 3P ---aZ-bG= -g+p 
w dx2 I 2 

and from (24) we find that 

stands for (11). From the Cauchy-data we have that 6z = 6z,, = dzX2 = 0 along 70. 
So the point is to find additional conditions for the equation (29) such that 

S {PSZ,, + 6 + bp -p#zldxl + S IPSZ”~ + 6 + QP -~xJ~4dx2 
y1 yz 

vanishes. Since 

j p&,dxl+ j pSz,,dx;!= - j p,,Mx,- S P~~~z~~,+~PU-'VN-? 
YI 72 y1 y2 

it therefore follows that if we requirep to satisfy the conditions 

(30) g+bp-2 bP x = 0 along y1 
1 

(31) dP E+Qp-2z=O along y2 
2 

and moreover 

(32) p=Oatr 

then the optimal control maximizes the Hamiltonian on the set of admissible 
controls. 
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5.3. THE CHARACTERISTIC INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 

We consider again the equation 

(33) Pz= 
b2Z - + a(x) $ -t b(x) 

dXf 6x2 1 
$=ftx,u,z) 

2 

and suppose now the domain C to be a rectangular region bounded by two 
characteristic arcs yr and y2 through a point rand by two characteristic arcs y3 
and y4 through the origin 0 of the (x1,x2)-plane. 

Let z have prescribed values along the arcs y3 and y4. So we consider the 
characteristic initial value problem for the equation (33). This problem is 
equivalent to the integrodifferential equation (if x1 > 0 and x2 > 0) 

(34) z(x) = z(A) + ztm -z(O) + s,s df- =zq - bz,,b% d52 

where R denotes the region enclosed by y3, y4 and by the two characteristics 
through the point x, which characteristics intersect y3 and y4 at the points A, B. 
Starting from this integrodifferential equation one may prove that /I 6z 11’ = o(A2) 
for a variation 6z corresponding to a local variation 6~ of the optimal control. 
We omit the proof since it is similar to the proof we gave in the preceding 
section concerning the Cauchy-problem. 

We will find out conditions for the adjoint equation 

From (24) we obtain that 

,Sc ( - (pdz,, - pX, Sz + bp&)dxl + @6z,, - pX2c5z + apdz)dxz + S, Gzds} 

stands for (11). Since z is prescribed along y3 and y4 the point is to find 
additional conditions for (35) such that 

S {P&, + (S, + bp -p@zld& + S CP&, + CS, f ap -p+VzWx~ 
h y2 

= !, (S, + bp - 2p,,)~zdxl+ ,12 G, + ap - &,Vzdx2 + 2~V’bWl 
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vanishes. It therefore follows that if we requirep to satisfy the conditions 

(36) g+hp-2$=Oa1ong yr 
1 

(37) :+a~-2 E=O along y2 
2 

and moreover 

(38) p=Oatr 

which conditions are similar to (30), (31), (32), then the optimal control 
maximizes the Hamiltonian on the set of admissible controls. 

5.4. PARABOLIC EQUATIONS, THE FIRST INITIAL-BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 

We consider a parabolic equation 

(39) dz az Pz=a$+bg-x= j-(x, u,z> 
1 1 2 

with constant coefficients a, fl in canonical form. If we introduce 

z’= az 

then (39) transforms into 

$+fyx:4z1. 
2 

Therefore we shall consider the equation 

(40) pz= a2z & ~-x=m w3. 
1 2 

We suppose the domain C to be a rectangle with sides OA, OB along the xi, x2- 
axes and K4, TB through a point r. Let z have prescribed values along OA , OB 
and AK So we consider the first initial-boundary value problem for the 
equation (40). 
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.ria To examine the variation 6z corresponding to a local va 
optimal control u we start from the fundamental solution 

(41) 

where 

L 
1, t>o 

H(f)= 0, t<o 

(orb2!-----lr 

.tion 6~ of the 

and where w is a solution of the homogeneous equation Pz=O, which solution 
is supposed to be such that w(xr,x2; [*,x2) = 0, e(x,,x2; 0, &) = 0 and 
e(xr,x2; al, &) = 0. Then the solution of (40) is given by 

where R denotes the region of points ({r, r2) such that 0 5 [r 5 al, 0 I r2 5x2 and 
where al denotes a coordinate of A. Since in this expression z(<r, 0), ~(0, &), 
z(ar, tZ) are prescribed it follows that 

Hence 

Applying the Lipschitz-condition 

WI ~JwI + IW 
where K is a constant and assuming M to be an upperbound of 16.~1 and 
(1 +W~~) on the domain C we obtain 
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where K = KM/2fi. Hence 

where Su denotes the constant value of the variation du on AX. From (43) we 
start a successive approximation. 

Since 

where B denotes the beta-function 

i&v)= 1 t~-l(l-t)V-‘df= mu)w 
0 m-f-4-v) 

we obtain from (43) that 

where 

as d-to. Substituting this result into (43) we find that 

where 

so 

which result we again substitute into (43). Going on in this way we obtain the 
inequality 

(44) 
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Since the series 

i wQfak 
1 T((W2) + 1) 

has an infinite convergence-radius and since 

M w$%P ,O 

l-((N/2) + 1) 

as N-03 it follows that 

as d “0, from which result we conclude that 116~ I/ 2 = o(d2). Next we will find 
the appropriate conditions for the adjoint equation; from (23) we obtain the 
equation 

for the adjoint function p. From (24) we find that 

,sc {pSzdq + (pdz,, -p@z)& + S$zds) 

stands for (11). So the point is to find additional conditions for (45) such that 

vanishes. Hence, if we require p to satisfy the conditions 

E along BT P=az 
p = 0 along AT and OB 

then the optimal control maximizes the Hamiltonian on the set of admissible 
controls. 

5.5. THE SECOND INITIAL-BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 

We again consider the equation 

(46) b22 Pz=s- ax * =f(x, 24,z) 
I 2 
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and suppose again the domain C to be a rectangle with sides OA, OB along the 
x1,x2-axes and T’. , TB through a point K Let now z have prescribed values 
along OA and zX, have prescribed values along OB and AI’. Starting again from 
the expression 

~~6) = s,S 4x; WiiG u, zW51 db 

one may prove in a similar way that IISZ/~~ = O(&). One finds additional 
conditions for the adjoint equation 

d2p+dg= -LF+pf 
ax: dxz az dz 

by requiring 

I(-px,+Sz)Gzdx2+ [(p,,+S,)Gzd,+ i(-p+S#dx, 

to vanish. Therefore, if p satisfies the conditions 

E along BT 
p=bZ 

dp bS - = - along AT and OB 
&l i3z 

the optimal control maximizes the Hamiltonian on the set of admissible 
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